Clever Ways
The Top

Clinicians
Use Doximity

1. RECEIVE CURATED NEWS
Doximity DocNews saves me the time and energy
that would otherwise be spent scouring the Internet
for the breaking articles in radiation oncology. Now
I can get the majority of that information in a single
place — giving me more time to focus on patient
care or learning how to become a better physician.

2. SECURELY FAX ON-THE-GO
At the airport, I used Doximity to fax an urgent order
to a patient’s infusion center; they got the fax before
I made it through security!
— Family Medicine: Chico, CA

— Radiologist: Boston, MA

3. CALL PATIENTS WITHOUT *67
Doximity Dialer saves the extra step of *67, or turning
off caller ID. It goes even further and can display the
office number that would be most familiar to any of
your patients.
— Pediatric Cardiologist: Oakland, CA

4. FIND A CLINICAL TRIAL
After searching for clinical trials for a severe eczema
refractory case, I was referred to a nearby expert. I
found the physician quickly on Doximity and simply
sent her a message, getting my patient set up with
the trial manager within a matter of hours.
— Allergy & Immunology: Brookline, MA

5. SEARCH & FIND EXPERTS
I had a very rare neuroradiology case one shift. Our
neuroradiologist told me of an MD who’d know the
probable diagnosis but didn’t have his information.
I mentioned Doximity, logged in, and was able to find
him! Within a few days, he was able to provide his
input, which aided in the patient’s care.
— Radiologist: Chicago, IL

6. BREAKDOWN BARRIERS
Despite the gravity of a patient’s situation, I learned
she failed to follow-up with the referred doctor. Turns
out the language barrier was a hurdle and she felt
uncomfortable discussing private issues in front of a
translator. I found a nearby specialist fluent in her
language on Doximity, and she happily contacted him.
— Internal Medicine: Oakland, CA

8. LAND A JOB

7. CONNECT WITH COLLEAGUES
Yesterday, I used the app to get the cell number of
the radiologist that read the cat scan, discuss results,
text with patient’s nephrologist and get clearance
faxed from patient’s cardiologist. All in 10 minutes.

Through Doximity’s networking opportunities, I ended
up landing my current role at the Managed Division
of AIDS Healthcare Foundation and received several
consulting offers to provide expert witness work.

— Urologist: West Warwick, RI

— Geriatrics: Los Angeles, CA

9. EARN CATEGORY 1 CME

10. OWN GOOGLE SEO

Recently, a case of ARCAPA was presented to me. I
researched this rare condition right before seeing my
patient when using CME search, then offered her the
best advice based on data. I have been using it more
and more to find relevant articles in rare topics.

Updating my Doximity account has improved the
Google search for my name. Better, more relevant
results appear since I updated my profile a couple
years ago.
— Surgeon: Newark, NJ

— Cardiologist: New York, NY

Doximity is the largest, fastest-growing professional network for physician and
healthcare professionals in the US. See why over 70% of clinicians have joined at:
www.doximity.com

